Fertilizer Plant Cuts Wear, Eliminates Down
Legging with TIGER-TUFF Elevator Buckets
®
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van Crawford stops next to the
bucket elevator and tunes his ears to
the quiet fertilizer leg. Not sure the
elevator is running, the loader operator
dumps some potash into the load-out
hopper. As the potash reaches the buckets, he can hear the material shooting
up the leg and knows his elevator is
running better than ever.
Quiet, efficient operation is a welcome
change at Countrymark Fertilizer in
Fostoria, Ohio. Sounds of downlegging
potash and diammonium phosphate,
coupled with the clang of stainless steel
digger buckets, made the plant’s fertilizer leg sound like a worn-out windmill
in a West Texas sandstorm…but not
anymore.
In 1949, Ohio Farmers built an
ammoniation plant to supplement their
fertilizer needs in the highly agricultural region. It has been producing
high quality fertilizer ever since. The
plant currently mixes and sells tens of
thousands of tons annually. The combinations of potash and diammonium
phosphate have taken their toll on
equipment around the plant, including
its elevators and buckets.
“We were changing elevator buckets
every twelve to eighteen months,” said
Terry Nye, Countrymark’s maintenance
supervisor. The buckets they were
replacing were the popular blue “cchd”
style polyethylene. This was the brand
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